
AA T RT R   

Grade Driveways                    Prepare Food Plots                    Groom Horse Arenas 

New multipurpose 
implement for ATVs 
and lawn tractors All Terrain Rake 

   Create & Maintain Trails               

 Assembled with 
middle plate angle 
slanted upward 

Pitched Forward                               Pitched Backward                     Shown at 45 Degrees        

-For use with machines having a drop pin receptacle no more than 12” off the ground.                                                                                                       

-Hooks up to the drop pin receptacle with a standard 1/2” X 3” hitch pin (not included).                  

-Insert flat washer on top of the drop pin receptacle to reduce ware between surfaces.                          

-All components are connected with 5/8” carriage bolts (a 15/16”wrench is required).             

The combination of long & short tines plus multiple 
pitch and angle settings enable you to accomplish 

many different tasks with just one implement.   

                                                   Operating Recommendations                                                                 
Fine Grading & Driveways: Short tines pointed downward & pitched backward (long 
tines pointed forward) unit angled at 0 degrees (220 to create a crown at the center).                                                                             
Grooming Horse Arenas: Long tines pointed downward & pitched backward (or pitched 
forward with a minimum of 6” of footing material) angled at 0 degrees.                                                                                                                      
Clearing Compacted Leaves & Light Vegetation: Long tines pointed downward & pitched 
backward, unit angled at 45 degrees.                                                                                      
Food Plots: (Sod, grass & weeds should be turned over with a plow and left to dry out 
first). Long tines pointed downward & pitched backward, angled at 0 degrees.                                
Transport: Un-hitch, flip over onto wheels, re-hitch, angled at 0 degrees. 

Ratchet Rake LLC     888-850-6070     405 N. East St. Carlisle PA 17013      

See video of the ATR at: www.RatchetRake.com 
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1 Year Full Warranty US Pat. 7287344            
& Pat. Pend. 
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Assembled with   
middle plate angle  
slanted downward  

When set at 22 degrees, 
the small tines will quickly 
smooth out your driveway 
by cutting down the high 
spots and filling in the low 
areas. You can also move 
grading material laterally 
across the surface creating 
a crown at the center. 
When set at 45 degrees, 
the large tines are perfect 
for creating and grooming 
trails in wooded areas.   
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24 short tines aggressively scrape up then deposit a mixture         

of fine and course grading material which packs firmly.  

Most pull behind driveway grading devices are constructed with  

scarifying teeth positioned toward the front of the unit.                    

A material leveling blade then deposits loosened aggregate into    

the low areas to create a flat surface. 

Even with moderate use, vehicle tires quickly transform the flat 

surface into a pair of recessed channels. 

Unfortunately, rain pools in the recessed channels and softens  

the base material. Vehicle tires traveling over these wet areas 

soon create potholes.  

With the ATR set at 22 degrees, grading material can be moved 

laterally across the surface to create a crown at the center. Nearly 

all professionally engineered roads are constructed in this manner. 

With the driveway graded higher at the center, rain flows toward 

the edges. 

When set at 22 degrees, the ATR moves grading              

material from the sides to the center of the driveway. 

(cross section of driveway) 

See video at:                                  

www.RatchetRake.com 

Grading Driveways:  The AATRTR vs. Other Implements 



ATR frequently asked questions & customer feedback 

How heavy is the ATR ? About 100 pounds. With 

24 tines aggressively engaging the grading surface, 

It is as heavy as many 2 wheel drive ATVs and lawn 

tractors can pull up steeper gravel driveways with-

out spinning their wheels.                                                                                          

Can I use the ATR with my ATVs square receiver? 

Yes, use a ball mount hitch (without the ball). We 

recommend the flat stepped down surface to 

be no higher than 12 inches off the ground.                                                                      

Can I use a pick up truck or SUV to pull the ATR?  

No, we do not recommend using these vehicles to 

pull the ATR. The operator has no rear visibility of 

the device and also require a much wider turning 

radius. Attempting to back up would result in a 

jackknife and potentially damage the ATR or your 

vehicle.                                                                                                                                                               

Can the ATR be compatible with ATVs that have 

hitch mounts over 12 inches high. Yes, install a 

standard 3 way hitch adapter to lower your hitch 

point. (The Coleman 3-way hitch adapter is usually 

available on Amazon for under $20 + free shipping )                                                            

How much assembly is required? Very little.       

Unbolt and discard the wooded shipping base.   

Reposition the square hitch tube with the removal 

and reinsertion of 2 bolts.   

(Preferably  a  3/4  inch diameter hole) 

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK on the All Terrain Rake 

“I received my ATR on Tuesday! Super fast shipping.  Hooked it up to my 4-wheeler and did the horse pasture that was a wreck 
from the mud we had in the fall.  It was dry enough to rake it and it came out wonderful! Then I did my limestone driveway and it 
looked like a baseball field when I was done!  It was well worth the money.  I’m very happy I found your site and ordered it!”   
                                                                                          Rick Kramer- Springville, NY  

“I tried out the All Terrain Rake on an RV lot and works great.  Just what I needed to grade our parking lot and help tear up 
weeds.  Thanks!”                                Marco Sanchez-Greeley, CO 

“I received the ATR today.  Already hooked it up to the ATV and started raking.  Wow, what a durable and well-built product!  It’s 
very evident that it’s well-built for true work and not some piece of junk.  I have a lot of work to do and I can tell already that it is 
going to make it much more enjoyable.”                                                      Andrew Gscheidle-Jersey Shore, PA
                   


